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Abstlra，::t Rec官nHy時 thεauthorhas shown that， for a complete minima! surIace j干!Jin 

R"'， jf the Gauss map of M is nondeg邑nerate，th日11G C3n u:nit at most間十1)/2

hypεrplanes in general position. '01 e give somc巴xaro_plesof xninI.mal surfaces 'whlch 

show that the numbel' rn(m of thεabov邑 resuhis best~possiblc fOK日Irhitraryodd 

numbers 

U， InttiJlwll.ctum 
minimal surfacεim:rner歯切寸 111R吋川主主L記tx: lI1->1Rm. b合 a

Conι討F in Rペ Asis n IS canonical1y 

id 色伐I乱ltifie創dwIth the quadric 

: 二二 。 ト…十uに=o}

in P前 Bydefinition， the Gauss illap of M is the map which maps each point T to thε 
in It 01' Qm_?(C). c心rrespondingto the orienied tangent plane of iVI at 1う園 F'or the case 

may be identified 'with the Riemann sph町 eP' and the IGauss map 

of lYI may be considered as a map into The author has shown that the Gau:::;s map 

01: a completεnO!1flat minimal surface in Rm can omit at most four in [4J )。

in thεpaper [6J he gave the fonm~恒g th巴orem.

THEβREM 1. Let M be a i手llR前 andac.;surne thai the Gau.ss 

map G is G is not included in any zn 

Then G can ornit at mosi ート1)/2hゆer汐似neszn 

The purpose of this note is to 8ho1;'1 that， for an arbit1咽aryodd number m， the number 

十1}/2of Theorem 1 is best-possible， namely， there exist some complete minimal 

surfaces in R，m whose Gauss maps are non-degenerate and omit rn(m 十日/2hyperplanes in 

position. We shaH gi'1e a180 such for some particular even nurnt"1日sn1. 
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38 H. FuJIMOTO 

~2. Preliminaries on minimal surfaces in Rm 

Consider a surface M in Rm immersed by a map x=(xl>・..， x".): M→Rm， where a 

surface means a connected and oriented 2-dimensional differentiable manifold. We may 

consider M as a Riemannian manifold with the metric ds2 induced from the standard 

metric of Rm. With each system of positive isothermallocal coordinates (u， v) associating 

a holomorphic local coordinate z = u + iv， M may be considered as a Riemann surface with 

a conformal metric ゐ Thefact that (u， v) are isothermallocal coordinates means that 

they satisfy the condition that 

~:=1 (まr=~;=1 (まy， ~~. 豆主豆~=o
;=1 du dv 

Set jj=δIXj/θ'Z(=(δIXj/δu-z δゐ/δv)/2). The above condition is rewritten as 

(2. 1) l+h2+.. .+/;ニO

As is well-known， M is a minimal surface in Rm if and only if each Xi is a harmonic function 

on M， namely， 

δ2Xi _l¥ 

δzdz ~， 
i=1， 2， . . . ， m 

for an arbitrary holomorphic local coordinate z = u+ iv. This is equivalent to the condi-

tion that五isholomorphic on M. To construct minimal surfaces in Rm， the following 

Proposition is useful. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let M be a simPly c，θnnected open Riemann SU1角ceand let /r， h.， . . . ， 

んbeholomorphicβmctions on M which h:ave no common zero and satおか theidentiか(2.1). 

Set 

(2. 2) ゐ(が ReJ~ 五;d

where Zo is an arbitrarily /ixedρoint 0/ M and the right hand side means the realρart 0/ 
the integral along an arbitrarily chosen continuo術 curvein M joining zo and z. Then， the 

suゆcex=(Xl> . . . ，x".): M→Rm is a minimal suゆcein Rm. The induced metric is locally 

given by 

(2. 3) ds2=2( 1五12+...+ 1ん 12) 1 dz 1 2. 

Proo/. Since M is simply connected， Xi are well-defined single-valued functions on M 

and it is easily seen that dXi/ dzニ五(1孟i孟m). By the assumption of holomorphy of /; we 

have 

(δ2/δ'ZdZ)Xi=(δ/δ'Z)/;=o 

and by the assumption (2. 1) the induced metric is conformal with respect to thecomplex 

structure of M. Moreover， the metric is given by 

ゐ2=~~_咽 盆2du2+ZF-十島2dU2
，-， ¥dU/ ¥dV/ 
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=2( I 五I2十。 量。十 1ん I2) ! dz I 2. 

This the proof of Proposition 2. 

~3. Constructiol!1s I[j)f minimal surfaÆ~e自

We shall giv合 thefollowing proposition. 
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THEOREM 3. For a幻 given odd number :m (迄3)thereゐacomρlete rninunal 

in lI{ m whose Gauss map お and omit:.ヲ m(m十日/2hypertうlanesin 

pm-!(む)located in 

For a given odd number m we setη:= m -1 and k;= We first recaH an 

algebraic iemma which was given in the preγious paper [6]. 

Lm 

:=(u-a;偽一z 日三五 i~玉

-bl)i-! (l~五 i~玉

gkm+i(U);= (l~五 i豆 m)，

where aσ，bτare mutually distinct comtlex nu:mbers. These are in generalρ 

aωsen m among them are 

Gσ and bτ， 

For thεproof， see [6]， 

To prove Theorem 3 we define :m entire functions 

h2什ーl(z)=el?十e(2k-t)z 

h21ト2(Z)= z -e!2k-1)z) 

anc1 

~k+l= て吾， eゲ

初

玉l 玉l?，-l)

(0;;五l<五k-l)

chosen 

N ext we take suitable constants aσand bτsuch that the polynomials gi(l ~玉 i孟 q:=

十日/2)are in general position. By changing the variable u suitably if necessary， we 

may assume that i1{， = O. Set 

M*=C- ; eZ=ai 01・eZ=bi for some iニ 1，. .固 ，k} 

and consider the universal covering surfacεπ :M→M*. Set 

ψ(z)=l  
(eZ-a!)(eZ-b!)... (eZ-ak)(eZ-bk) 

and define :m holomorphic functions 

i;ニ yrh;(1壬i-;玉m)

on M'ヘ Thenwe see easily 

f~ トf;+.. ト =0.
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Vifithout we dεl10te the ftmctions j; 0 'll the abbrψ'liated notation j; in the 

~N e consider the funct10ns Xi defined 2} f01" the above functions点。 By

tion 2， the surface :;c:= J:ら'0・0'広"，): 111 ~OO" R?' is a minimal sur[aceoτhe rnetric induced 

from the standard metric on !am is by 3) and the Gauss map of M is to the 

mapf=出:五。パん):M→P同一1(1[;)and! th日reforeto the map h=(h1い ん')0 As is 

P(U) velnishes if and if vanishes identkallyo 

Since the 

一一M
 

，¢ P
 

-U2f，-/) 

(む豆 J三五k-l)

(O 主~ t ~玉 J， -l)

J.D2t -トl(ω)コ u'→u21'-t 

and 

utr; 
叩.

are lineady over C， the Gauss map 01 M is nondegenerate. Moreover， since 

P19・・ o~ .l~，'t θa basis the vector space of aU 心fdegr吃e;五J1ft-1， we can find 

80me constants Cij such that 

作氏、In

g，:二 2;.jiニ l (l~五 j妥

consider a 

Hi: CiI W， -1-. . . -1-泊二ニO {l::，五i三五

which are located in general 

functions 

becaUlse gi ar合 m Then， the 

for i=l， • . ロ ! q， Obviou81y! each vanishεs nowhere on 1~ιT'his shows that the 

Ga1JSs map h of 1111 omits q Hi located i自 由 neral 山 In the next 

we 8haH prove that thεRiemann sl1rface M with the induced metric ds2 is comolete. This 

wiH cOn1nlete the Droof of Theorem 3 

'll'lrw priilofのfcompIetelil(融自

The pur・pose th1s section i8 to prove that the minimal s1Jrf:ace J1;J 111 R，m construded 

in the sectiol1 is CoU'L"p'''.，o'巴. We usεthe same notation 9lS in 

1n our case， the metric is inc1luced froU1 tl1εmetric 

ds2=呂;JD(I e! z十e{以内 I2士立と二主(2と2どl土坐与引己 Idz 12 

I Iγ ，. (eZ-ak)(eZ-bk) I 2 
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onM川 theprojection map of !!lJ onto M*. If M抑 is thεnJlげ i8also 

It sufficεs to prove that .M" iscomplete， For th~三 simplicity of notation， Wεdenote the 

surface lvJ地 M.We now take a 高ri.8εsmoothcurvεγ(t)約三五tく1)which tends to the 

of M， satisfi悶 thecondition that. for each COn1Dact set K in M.γ(tl is 

not contained In K i:f t i8 near L Our pm:・00四 isto show that the 

i8 infinite. The proof is given 

finitε. 

recluction to A8sume that the length ofγis 

羽Te first consider the case where there exists a sequence 会 with11m ti = 1 such that 
l-)CO 

has an accumulation ゐ inC. H does not tend to 20 as t tends to 1， then 

γis obviously of infinite length. By the assumption， we see 1im 
t→1 

ご 20. Then， the 

we have tゐ=aior= bi for 80me i. Then we can write 

with a 

conclude 

E必 -eゐ二(z-

function k on a of Zo with 

ぬ2みC2ー 1ーす 1dz 13 

|必 -zo1 

for a positive constant C. Thi8 leads to an absurd condusion 

ヰニO. Therefore， we can 

the 1則 thofγ=.frぬ孟Cん一「己20 沿いこ∞。

¥Tvhere Z) i8 a sufficient1y near Zo and 2jZo denotes the line b!ョtween2， and 20' 
This contradicts the 'assumption. 

we have to study the case that tends to∞ as tends to 1. 

Firstly， assume that {eγ(I)} is bounded. Then there is a constant C such that 

a，)(eZ - b1)， . . bh) 1 ;豆c'

on the curve γand so 

the length ofγ=fy位法L|ぬ 1=∞，

which is impossible by the assumption. there exists a sequence {会}which 

tends to 1 such that {ell(叫 tendsto∞， Set w: ~二 eZ• Then 1 dω1 = 1ω1 1 d2 ! and the 

metric 18 by 

二三
一 1 (1-a) w-1)(1 

Considεr the curve 
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γ， : W(t)= ey(t). 

We have 

I dw I Jy dsミCoJy'寸京了=∞.

for a positive constant Co• Thus the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. 

~5. Conc1uding remarks 

In case that the dimension m is even， we can conclude the same conclusion of Theorem 

3 for some particular cases. For an arbitrary even number m set k : = m/2. In this case 

we use entire functions 

h21 +1 = e' z+ e(2k-' -1)z (O~玉 J 三五k-1)

and 

h21 +2= i(e' z-e(2k一'-1)z) (0孟 J壬k-1).

Instead of Lemma 4 we use the following conjecture， which was not yet proved for general 

cases but for m孟16([6J， ~6). 

CON]ECTURE. Set k: = m/2 for an arbitrarily given even number m. Then 3k 

ρoかnomials

gi(U) : = Ui-1 

gi(U) :ニ(U-1)i-l

gi(U): = ui-k-1(u-1)m-i+k 

are in general ρosition. 

(1三五i孟k)

(k+1孟i三五2k)

(2k 十 l壬 i~玉 3k)

If the above conjecture is true for an even number m， then we can show that there exist 

m distinct constants al : =0， b.， : =1， ~， ~， • • • ， ak， bk such that， for further polynomials 

g3k+l(U): =(u-~)m→(U-~)i-l 

g3k+2k(ト伽i(U):ニ(U-ak)m-i(U-bk)iーl

g¥， g2， • . • ， gq are in general position. 

(1::;三i孟m)

(1~五 i壬 m)，

As in the previous section， taking constants aσand br satisfying the above condition， 

we consider the universal covering surface M of the set 

M*=C-{z; eZ=ai or eZ=bi for some i=l， . . . ， k} 

and， using the function 

ψ l  
(eZ-1)(eZ-~)(eZ- ~). . . (♂-ak)(♂ーん)

we define m holomorphic functions 

/;=ψん (1~玉 i 三五 m)
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on M *. Then， by the similar manner as in the previous sections we can prove that for the 

functions Xi defined by (2. 2) the surface x=(札九・..，ぬ):M→Rm is a complete minimal 

surface whose Gauss map omits m(m+ 1)/2 hyperplanes in general position. 

Concludingly， if m (孟3)is odd or the above conjecture is valid for an even number m， 

then the number m(m十1)/2of Theorem 1 is best-possible. 
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